CRISES  OF THE  SIXTEENTH  CENTURY
to lay down any general rule as being that which guided the royal
Government.
JlNNOVATIONS   IN   PUBLIC    LIFE
In governing his kingdom the king required auxiliaries. He
still retained the custom of summoning a council, to which he
usually called the princes of the blood and the great officers of the
Crown, though on no regular system. This council had no definite
powers. The king's real political counsellors were his few in-
timates, meeting informally in his study. Henry IV sometimes
discussed business even while taking a walk with them. The king
had originally had 'clercs du secret' (confidential clerks) to do the
clerical work connected with the Government, and these had come
to be known by the name of king's secretaries (secretaires du roi),
a hundred and twenty of whom may be counted under Francis I.
Prominent among this host of secretaries were those who worked
for the Council and signed financial documents; on the occasion
of the treaty with Spain in 1559 they assumed the title of secre-
taries of State, already borne by the Spaniards. They were still
no more than counsellors, possessing no powers of their own; but
being in touch with confidential affairs, and drafting the king's
political deeds, they acquired an influence which within less than
a century made them the real heads of the Government. These
secretaries of State have survived into modern times under the
name of ministers, a trace of their former name surviving in
France in such titles as 'under-secretary of State'.
In order to make himself obeyed throughout the full extent of
his kingdom, the king created new classes of agents. Since the
institution of taxes in the fourteenth century, there had been two
separate bodies of officials: one for the revenues of the domain,
composed of meveurs (collectors) and trlsoriers (treasurers), and
the other for dealing with the aides, which was composed of to,
whose duty it was to assess taxation, and girukraux (generals),
whose business it was to collect the sums and pay them out.
Under Henry II the functions oftrtsorier and giniral were combined
in a single office, that of trfcorier-gSne'ral (treasurer-general), and
the kingdom was divided up among the gMraux, each having as
his sphere of activity a ginhaliti,
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